Mobile Friendly Checklist
GeorgiaGov Platform Guides

Before we switch your site to a Responsive theme, you will need to review the rest of your website
content at a small screen view on your Staging site (your Account Representative will provide the link),
paying special attention to the following:
 Images manually resized to a different resolution than the actual image.
- Create a version of the image that matches the desired largest dimensions.
 Tables not used for tabular data
- Convert to text
 Image Maps (images that have multiple “hot spots” to click from one image)
- Review and test functionality, and remove altogether when possible
 Related Files (file attachments)
- Convert attached files to web pages or PDFs whenever possible
 iframes and other embedded content (non-Drupal content embedded in a page)
- Review any content that you display from an external source via javascript or an iframe, and use
embedresponsively.com to convert the embed code to responsive compatible code.
 Content
- Clean up, bullet point and remove unnecessary content wherever possible
 Menus
- Deep menu structures are difficult to navigate on a mobile device. Consolidate menus when possible.
 Content landing pages should provide links to child pages
- Add links to internal pages when needed
- If the menu item has no content, convert the menu item to <nolink> when relevant
 Utility Navigation (nav links above the Search box)
- These links float to the bottom of the page on the Mobile breakpoint
- Consider consolidating menus so important Utility links (such as Contact Us) fits in the Main Menu
 Homepage Boxes
- Review order of boxes, and alert your Account Representative if you would like to reorder them.
- Consider removing your Image Rotator – it takes up a lot of space

Please Note – although you are reviewing content on the Staging site, any changes to content should be done on
the Live site.
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